
Lauren Herschel, Council
Candidate for Ward 11

What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
Ward 11 residents have a big focus on snow
clearing (lack of snow clearing on certain streets
has become an issue for some seniors trying to
age in place, for example). I think the Fair Entry
program is important as well for many in our
communities. There are many opportunities to
tackle in this election, so these are just a few
examples.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
Based on the information I have, I am comfortable having the city continue to manage most
services rather than contracting them out. I think the city has proven to do a better, more
consistent job with programs like caring for community parks and green spaces, garbage
collection etc.

What are your priorities for transportation?
To keep our communities vibrant, we also need to make sure we have multiple ways for people
to safely and efficiently get around the city – whether that means four wheels, two wheels or two
feet. Transit reliability and efficiency is key for me. As we return to a new normal, we need to
make sure our transportation systems are adapting appropriately. Given the age of most Ward
11 communities, it will also be important to look at the life-cycle repair needs of transportation
methods including roads and sidewalks.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
Yes - while it has been significantly more challenging to raise funds (especially during a
pandemic) I think it does create more equal opportunities for candidates. I am both interested
and concerned to see how the PACs influence the election, given their new status and the
various approaches being taken by the different groups.



What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
My plan involves a combination of policy community initiatives and city wide strategies. Most, if
not all, are rooted in developing, redeveloping and maintaining collaborative partnerships with
local agencies, community groups and residents. It is critical that we both support those in crisis,
but also establish and maintain preventative supports and programs for our at risk populations
(seniors, youth, immigrants). Ensuring that we continue to have an affordable housing market is
also important.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
One of the most critical priorities is to work with the provincial government to reform the
residential and commercial property tax programs so that they are a sustainable source of City
operating cost funding, while not placing an unreasonable burden on homeowners and
businesses.


